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Politics is one of the hottest and most commonly mentioned and viewed topics on social media networks nowadays. Microblogging platforms like Twitter and Weibo are widely used by many politicians who have a huge number of followers and
supporters on those platforms. It is essential to study the supporters’ network of political leaders because it can help in decision
making when predicting their political futures. This study focuses on the supporters’ network of three famous political leaders of
Pakistan, namely, Imran Khan (IK), Maryam Nawaz Sharif (MNS), and Bilawal Bhutto Zardari (BBZ). This is done using social
network analysis and semantic analysis. The proposed method (1) detects and removes fake supporter(s), (2) mines communities
in the politicians’ social network(s), (3) investigates the supporters’ reply network for conversations between supporters about
each leader, and, ﬁnally, (4) analyses the retweet network for information diﬀusion of each political leader. Furthermore,
sentiment analysis of the supporters of politicians is done using machine learning techniques, which ultimately predicted and
revealed the strongest supporter network(s) among the three political leaders. Analysis of this data reveals that as of October 2017
(1) IK was the most renowned of the three politicians and had the strongest supporter’s community while using Twitter in a very
controlled manner, (2) BBZ had the weakest supporters’ network on Twitter, and (3) the supporters of the political leaders in
Pakistan are ﬂexible on Twitter, communicating with each other, and that any group of supporters has a low level of isolation.

1. Introduction
Social media technologies have been utilized eﬀectively in
various domains, for instance, software engineering [1–5].
Likewise, social media networks are preemptive platforms
for politicians, political parties, political institutions, and
foundations to connect to citizens. Hundreds of thousands
of political parties and politicians are using social media
nowadays. They can get the attention of people easily and
rapidly when compared to other traditional ways of communication. Every politician and political party has millions
of followers on these social media networks, and the politicians try interesting and advanced ways to encourage the
citizens to engage in politics. Besides this, social media helps
the politicians in various decision making processes by
indicating recommendations, for instance, devising policies/

strategies based on the past experiences, recommending and
selecting suitable candidates for a particular constituency,
recommending a suitable person for a particular position in
the party, and launching a political campaign according to
the sentiments of citizens on diﬀerent issues and controversies among others [6–15].
Many researchers have analyzed Twitter in diﬀerent
ways: the importance of Twitter in journalism and political
news coverage [6], the use and importance of Twitter in
medical education [16, 17], prediction in e-commerce using
sentiment analysis [18], sentiments of people towards terrorist events [19], privacy and security issues [20], use of
Twitter by the government to engage citizens [21, 22],
manipulation, and misinformation propagation during
elections [23, 24], among numerous others. Analyzing
politics on social media is a hot topic in the past few years.
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Twitter is considered to be on top as it is commonly used
among politicians. The style of Donald Trump’s tweets and
its change over time has been analyzed [25]. The work of
Tromble in [26] has studied politician-citizen engagement.
In political prediction, researchers mostly analyzed Twitter
for political campaigns and elections predictions. Election
prediction using sentiment analysis [27, 28], social network
analysis [29], topic modeling and sentiment analysis [30],
and aggregating online and oﬄine data [31] were studied,
but all these studies used election time data. To the best of
our knowledge, no research had drawn attention to the
supporters’ network of political leaders in normal time (long
before the election), which motivated us to investigate
speciﬁcally the supporters’ network of political leaders of
Pakistan on Twitter in normal time that can lead to the
prediction of a political leader’s fate in the election.
Every politician has supporters and adversaries that can
change their futures. These supporters can help a politician
to be more inﬂuential and win an election. A question still
lies there, if the followers of a politician are supporters or
adversaries? This study focuses on the supporters’ network
of three famous political leaders of Pakistan, namely, Imran
Khan (IK), Maryam Nawaz Sharif (MNS), and Bilawal
Bhutto Zardari (BBZ). This study is mainly based on the
following research questions:
RQ1: which political leader has the strongest supporter
community based on the analysis of network structure
and community detection techniques?
RQ2: which political leader has the strongest supporters’ community based on analyzing the content of
supporters on Twitter?
To address the aforementioned research questions, this
study has utilized multicriteria decision making and machine learning algorithms by (1) studying the politician’s
supporter network using social network analysis techniques
and (2) analyzing the politician’s supporter networking
using semantic analysis.
Initially, fake supporters were identiﬁed and removed.
All the tweets, comments, and retweets of the identiﬁed fake
supporters were discarded. The approach used in the ﬁrst
part predicts the strongest supporters’ network by analyzing
network structure and running community detection on the
supporters of three political leaders on Twitter. Additionally,
the supporters’ reply network and retweet network of each
political leader have been investigated in this study. The
retweet behavior of supporters shows us the information
diﬀusion among the supporters, and the replying behavior
shows the communication between supporters of the
leader(s).
The second approach predicts the strongest supporters’
network by analyzing the sentiments of supporters of every
political leader using supervised machine learning techniques such as Support Vector Machines (SVM), Naı̈ve
Bayesian (NB), and K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN). These
sentiments are classiﬁed into Positive, Neutral, and Negative.
Next, a word cloud is built for every political leader from the
content used by supporters.

The main contributions of this study are
(1) identifying and removing the fake supporters in a
supporter’s network of political leaders
(2) identifying the existing supporters’ communities of
political leaders on Twitter
(3) determining the strongest supporter’s network of the
three political leaders using network analysis
(4) determining and categorizing the strongest supporter’s network of the three political leaders using
semantic analysis.
This study can particularly assist in understanding the
supporters of the political leaders of Pakistan. In general, it
helps political leaders to understand their supporters in a
better way; they can make decisions based on the supporter
communities’ sentiments, information diﬀusion patterns,
and communication patterns. Besides this, the political
leaders can adapt their party agenda and slogans according
to the sentiments and needs of the people, which will ultimately assist in gaining more support in their political
campaigns. Nevertheless, this study can also help other
countries in policymaking while enhancing bilateral
relations.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
provides all the related work to this study; the research
methodology is discussed in Section 3; the results and
discussion are in Section 4; and, ﬁnally, Section 5 provides
the conclusions and the possible future work of this study.

2. Related Work
Many researchers have analyzed diﬀerent political leaders
and parties on twitter. Verweij [32] analyzed the Twitter
network of Dutch journalists and politicians using some
basic network metrics like in-degree and out-degree and
they concluded that the subgroups do not inﬂuence the
contact between political leaders and journalists. In 2015,
Dokoohaki et al. [29] implemented link analysis techniques
to predict Swedish elections. The data of the political party
was collected during election days. They presented evidence
that link analysis can play an important role in prediction.
The work of [33, 34] investigated the aspect of the Greek MPs
Twitter network. They studied MPs (members of parliament) who belonged to the two major parties of Greek. They
also studied the common followers and unique followers of
MPs.
In [35], the authors studied the political alignment
during parliamentary election 2015 in Venezuela using
social network analysis and unsupervised machine learning
methods. The data was taken a week before elections. Japan’s
48th general election for the lower house has been analyzed
in [36]; they investigated the ruling party and opposition
party’s retweet network and found that they are almost
similar. The works of [37, 38] predicted the 2017 French
elections using term weight and sentiment analysis. In 2016,
Xie et al. [31] studied the three leaders of Taiwan during the
election, and they predicted the popularity of leader based on
the number of mentioning a leader, proportion of Amazon
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web data of politicians, daily average Facebook likes, and the
ratio of search indexes.
Furthermore, in 2018 in [39], they predicted Taiwan’s
election based on politician’s popularity. They predicted
popularity based on Facebook likes count, comment count,
and event detection. They used the data during the election
campaign.
This study focuses on the political leaders of Pakistan on
Twitter. Some researchers have work on the politics of
Pakistan on Twitter, but their works were limited to the
prediction of elections using the data collected during
election campaign time. The work of [27, 40] analyzed the
2013 General Election of Pakistan, and they have analyzed
the four signiﬁcant parties, Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf (PTI),
Muttahida Qauomi Movement (MQM), and Pakistan
People’s Party using sentiment analysis. Furthermore, in the
work of [41], they investigated political parties on Twitter
and predicted the 2018 general election of Pakistan using
sentiment analysis. They trained a deep neural network on
2013 elections Twitter data and tested on 2018 Twitter data.
Aragón et al. [42] analyzed communication dynamics by
investigating reply and retweet network of Spanish leaders
during the 2011 election campaign, but their work did not
study the supporters’ reply and retweet networks.
This study is diﬀerent from the work cited above. This
study investigates the support of the three political leaders of
Pakistan (MNS, IK, and BBZ). The supporters’ reply and
retweet networks of the three leaders have been studied, and
the strongest support network of the political leader has been
predicted using social network analysis and semantic
analysis, sentiment analysis using machine learning techniques and word cloud.

3. Supporters’ Network of Political Leaders
This section discusses the methodology used in this study.
Due to the modular nature of the research questions of this
study, the research methodology of each research question is
explained separately in the following subsections.
3.1. Data Extraction and Finding Political Leaders’
Demographics. A new application on Twitter [43] was
created in order to obtain access tokens (consumer_key,
consumer_secret, access_token, and access_secret) for the
Twitter Search API. The tweets were collected using a python
library “Tweepy” [44]. It is an open-source library for python, which facilitates access to the Twitter API [45]. It gives
access to all objects as well as methods of the oﬃcial Twitter
API. Figure 1 shows the process of tweets collection. The
data (Tweets) were in the form of JSON (JavaScript Object
Notation), which is in a simple and lightweight data-interchange format. Humans can use (read and write) it
quickly because it consists of key/value pairs, and it is easy
for a machine to generate and parse it. The downloaded
JSON ﬁle of tweets contained enormous amounts of data,
such as user details, texts, retweets, replies, mentions, links,
hashtags, and locations. The data was then parsed to the
MySQL database while ignoring irrelevant information.
Tweets that contained @ImraKhanPTI, #ImraKhanPTI
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@MaryamNSharif, #MaryamNSharif, @BBhuttoZardar, and
#BBhuttoZardar were collected. The tweets were between
14th September 2017 to 13th October 2017. The total
number of supporters was 159,683, and the number of
Tweets was approximately 456,990.
Table 1 shows the Twitter proﬁle details of each political
leader of Pakistan, which is considered in this research.
Table 1 shows that IK has more followers on Twitter than
the other three leaders. MNS uses Twitter more than the
other two leaders. IK uses Twitter very precisely as he only
has 6.2 K tweets and follows just 18 people.
3.2. Fake Supporters Detection. Fake supporters in the
politician’s supporters’ network were detected and removed. Every day, hundreds and thousands of people are
registering into the social media network. Apart from legitimate users, many fake people get register into those
websites too. Those fake people always tend to be real, they
often spam the real/legitimate users, and they post illegal
and inappropriate content. A fake user/supporter in a
supporter network of a political leader can misrepresent the
ideology of a political party, or they can create some fake
content to create hate for other communities (supporters of
other politicians) by posting inappropriate contents about
other politicians or groups There are some people (or bots)
in a political network that have a special objective to
manipulate the opinions of voters by promoting and
spreading a speciﬁc agenda:
(1) Supporting and overcoming a weak or negative
reputation of a political leader
(2) harming the reputation of a political leader
(opponent)
In this study, a supporter is considered to be a fake
supporter if he/she tweeted about a political leader but is not
following him. The list of followers of political leaders was
scrapped [46] and stored in MySQL; the supporters’ list was
matched with the followers’ list of leaders, and unmatched
supporters were considered fake and were removed along
with their tweets. 82 users in the IK network, 207 in MNS
network, and 25 in BBZ’s network were identiﬁed and removed. Furthermore, fake supporters in the political network were detected and removed using (i) a traditional
method, i.e., ratio of tweets, and (ii) using the ML technique.
The ﬁrst method uses supporters’ metadata and basic activity
feature: (a) friends count, (b) followers count, (c) statuses
count, and (d) “veriﬁed,” which is a binary ﬁeld that shows
whether the user account is veriﬁed by Twitter or not. In this
research, a supporter is considered to be fake who has less
than or equal to 10 followers and friends and more than 100
tweets. This method identiﬁed 18 fake supporters in IK’s
network and 11 in MNS’s network.
The method using the ratio of tweets did not give the
desired results. Similar to [24, 47–50], it is believed that there
might be many bots or supporters in the network of the three
political leaders that behave like a bot by copying, sharing,
and retweeting content to distort and manipulate the real
picture of a leader.
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Table_user
+user_id
+user_name
+user_screen_name
+user_follower_count

Table_tweet
+tweet_id
+tweet_text
+user_id

Table_retweet

Table_reply

+retweet_id
+retweet_created_at
+retweet_user_id
+retweet_user_name

+tweet_id
+in_reply_to_status_id
+in_reply_to_user_id
+user_id

Figure 1: Data collection process.
Table 1: Twitter proﬁle of the political leaders.
Name
Imran Khan
Maryam Nawaz
Sharif
Bilawal Bhutto
Zardari

Followers
(millions)

Following
(K)

Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf (PTI)
Pakistan Muslim League Noon
(PMLN)

10.7

18

5.4

9.7

Pakistan People’s Party (PPP)

3.6

1.9

Party name

The second method detects fake supporters using
Botometer [51]. Botometer is publicly available and has an
API. It detects fake users (bots) using machine learning
techniques and has achieved a high accuracy (0.95). It
classiﬁes a user account into fake or real by using more than
1000 features of a user’s metadata and information obtained
by the content and network structure. Botometer grouped all
those features, mainly in six classes: Network Features,
Content Features, Sentiment Features, Friends Features,
Temporal Features, and User Features. It gives output between 0 and 1. In this study, a supporter’s account is
considered to be a “fake” if the output score is 0.43 or higher.
This technique identiﬁed about 36% of the total supporters
of IK, 30.3% of MNS, and 20.7% in BBZ’s to be fake. Those
supporters and their tweets were removed. Finally, the data
contains 54,058 supporters in IK’s network, 36,942 in MNS’s
network, and 13,386 in BBZ’s network.
3.3. Network Analysis of Supporters’ Network. A community
is a collection of individuals as a cluster to such an extent that
there is high relatedness among individuals inside the
community. In other words, a collection of people who tends

Tweets
Joined
(since
since
joining) (K)
@ImranKhanPTI
6.2
March 2010
January
@MaryamNSharif
62
2012
User name

@BBhuttoZardari

11.4

July 2011

to have common interests, goals, habits, likes, dislikes, and
choices leads to making virtual communities/groups and
clusters in a social network. Detecting such clusters and
communities in social media is an essential task in many
aspects and applications of life, such as science, sociology,
psychology, computer science, and marketing. The association of individuals into groups gives critical experiences into
aggregate elements that can be utilized for information dissemination, online web marketing, terrorism control, medical
ﬁelds, politics, sports, culture, clubs, and many more.
The virtual groups inside online networking content are
the direct impact of the homophile guideline, and the inﬂuence these groups have over their individuals is the eﬀect
of inﬂuence. Structure-based Social Network Analysis (SNA)
denotes connections between individuals in the form of a
graph, and it uses graph-based algorithms to mine communities or subgroups [52]. Such structures of graphs can be
of incredible signiﬁcance for understanding how data engenders and spreads in a network of individuals.
To address RQ1, the experiment has been set up into two
parts: supporters’ reply network and supporters’ retweet
network.
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3.3.1. Reply Network Analysis of Supporters. To analyze
communication patterns between supporters of a political
leader and predict the strongest community, the authors
studied the reply networks of each political leader. Supporters who replied to political leaders in their tweets are
grouped into one network.
Grep � Vrep , Arep ,

(1)

(i) where Vrep denotes supporters, who reply to the
political leaders in the network
(ii) Arep is the set of directed links of reply between
supporters and the leaders
Equation (1) creates a retweet network. Self-loop, i.e.,
rep
rep
vi ⟶ vj , is ignored, where vi is a person in the network, who replies to his tweet and then analyzes the
supporter’s reply network of each leader and calculates the
average degree, average weighted degree, network diameter, average path length, and nodes connectivity in the
network.
Then, the Louvain method [53] is applied to mine
communities in the reply network of each political leader,
analyzing those communities, supporters existing in those
communities, and analyzing whether the supporters directly
took an interest in the leader by replying to him/her or
through some other discussion by another group of people.
3.3.2. Retweet Network Analysis of Supporters. The supporters’ retweet network of each political leader is studied. It
contains those supporters who retweeted the leader or the
leader retweeted someone else.
Gret � Vret , Aret ,

(2)

(i) where Vret denotes the supporters who contributed
to the leaders’ support by retweeting him/her in the
network and
(ii) Aret is the set of directed links of retweet links, i.e., Vi
retweet Vj
Create a retweet network using (2). Self-loop here too,
ret
i.e., vret
i ⟶ vj , is ignored. Then, characteristics of the
supporters’ retweet network for a single leader were calculated, i.e., average degree, average weighted degree, network diameter, average path length, and nodes connectivity
in the network.
Then, the authors used the Louvain method [53] to
extract communities in a retweet network of each political
leader and analyze those communities and study whether the
supporters directly took an interest in the leader by
retweeting him/her or by some other group of people or
leader.
To validate the strongest supporter (reply and retweet)
network using social network analysis techniques, this study
combines the network of the three political leaders using
G � GMNS (V, E) + GIK (V, E) + GBBZ (V, E),

(3)

(i) where GMNS (V, E) denotes supporters’ (reply or
retweet) network of MNS
(ii) GIK (V, E) denotes supporters’ (reply or retweet)
network of IK
(iii) GBBZ (V, E) denotes supporters’ (reply or retweet)
network of BBZ
(iv) V denotes supporters
(v) E denotes the links
Next, communities were extracted. The PageRank of
each political leader in that network was calculated. The
larger the size of the community of a leader and the higher
the PageRank of a leader are, the more inﬂuential the leader
is and the more support he/she has.

3.4. Semantic Analysis of Supporters’ Social Network. RQ2
analyzes the tweets of supporters of every political leader by
(i) sentiment analysis and
(ii) semantic word cloud
Sentiment analysis, also known as opinion mining or
emotional AI, refers to computational linguistics, Natural
Language Processing, and text analysis to analytically extract, identify, and analyze aﬀective states and subject information. People express their views and opinions on
diﬀerent topics over social network sites. Many government
and private organizations need to know about the views,
opinions, thoughts, feelings, behavior, and attitude of the
public. This can help them to make new policies that can
help them to get better output. Many people take an interest
in politics, and they discuss politics. They try to take part in
the discussion related to a political party or political leader.
Citizens express their viewpoints about a leader or the
campaign he/she is running. It is imperative to know what
people think about a political leader.
As discussed earlier, fake supporters and their tweets were
removed in this study. As a result, our data contained 213,080
tweets, 92,415 tweets from the supporters of IK, 86,721 tweets
from the supporters of MNS, and 33,944 tweets from the
supporters of BBZ. This study considered all those tweets
written in the English language only. As a result, the ﬁnal data
contained 140,508 tweets in total, 73,846 tweets regarding IK,
45,197 tweets regarding MNS, and 21,465 regarding BBZ.
The extracted data from Twitter contains several syntactic features, which are not useful for this study. First of all,
the tweets were preprocessed, as data ﬁltering and cleaning
techniques are required to remove irrelevant information.
Many preprocessing steps are involved in this process: removing URLs, ﬁltering, removing questions, removing
special characters, removing stop-words, and removing
emoticons.
Sentiment analysis can be achieved mainly using three
approaches, lexicon based approach, machine learning based
approach, and hybrid approach. This study used supervised
machine learning techniques to predict the sentiments of
supporters of political leaders. The machine learning based
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Table 2: Supporters’ reply network of political leaders.

Parameters
Nodes
Edges
Network diameter
Average path length
Number of weakly connected components
Number of strongly connected components

Imran Khan
21249
24753
5
2.359
119
2105

Maryam Nawaz Sharif
27933
31594
17
4.188
1977
19138

Bilawal Bhutto Zardari
5146
7294
13
2.666
217
6985

Figure 2: Communities in IK’s supporter reply network. The blue colour community contains supporters of IK, green colour contains PTI’s
media group, orange colour contains BBZ, and red contains MNS.

approaches need labelled data to train and test the model.
There are numerous labelled datasets available online;
however, that did not ﬁt the dataset used in this study. The
authors manually labelled 21,000 tweets, which contained
7000 positive, 7000 negative, and 7000 neutral ones. In this
study, SVM [54], NB [55], and KNN [56] have been considered. K-fold Cross-Validation was used to ensure that the
dataset will not fall in overﬁtting during training and testing.
K � 10 was taken in Cross-Validation.
At last, the best classiﬁer was chosen for further use on
unseen tweets. If the sentiments of people about a political
leader are positive, the prediction about him/her will have a
high probability of winning. By using sentimental analysis, a
leader can know what his people think about him, what they

want from him, and how they react to various things. Such
information and analyses can help the politicians in decision
making and reﬁning their policies for the well-being of the
public and their interest.
Furthermore, semantic word cloud of supporters’ content
has been generated. It maps the cooccurrence and frequency
of diﬀerent terms that appear in the tweets of supporters.
Word clouds are used in the representation of text visually. It
adds clarity during the analysis of the texts. It also divulges
patterns in the data that can guide the future investigation.
Word frequencies can be spotted easily. All the tweets were
ﬁrst preprocessed. This can be used by researchers, political
leaders, and political parties to understand the sentiments,
topics, and discussion used by supporters.
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Figure 3: Communities in MNS’s supporters’ reply network. The lilac coloured community contains supporters of MNS, green colour
contains IK, cerulean colour contains PMLN’s leader, arctic colour contains BBZ, and orange colour contains PMLN’s media cell.

4. Results and Discussion
To answer RQ1 and RQ2, the results of experiments are discussed mainly in two parts, social network analysis on supporters’ network and semantic analysis of supporters’ network.
4.1. Social Network Analysis on Supporters’ Network. To answer
RQ1, the following experiments are conducted to mine communities and predict the strongest support of a political leader.
4.1.1. Reply Network. Reply network of each political leader
has been constructed, and Table 2 contains the properties of
the supporters’ reply network of each political leader.
The community detection method is applied to extract
the communities for the supporter’s reply network of IK.
Figure 2 shows the three signiﬁcant subcommunities in this

network. This study shows a 60% view of ﬁnal ﬁgures for
clarity using Gephi [57]; the same method is followed for the
rest of the experiments. The extracted communities in Figure 2
contain 86.26% of nodes and 87.37% of edges of the entire
network. The other nodes in 13.74% consisting of insigniﬁcant
communities containing few nodes were ignored in this
analysis. The giant community that contains IK himself is
82.93%. The other three communities are having sizes 1.36%,
1.19%, and 0.79% of the total network. On manual study, it was
found that the community with 1.36% relates to PTI’s media
group, orange to BBZ and red to MNS. Reply links between the
community of IK and the other two are visible.
The communities were extracted in MNS supporter’s reply
network by implementing a community detection algorithm.
Figure 3 shows six major communities, which consist of
78.33% of the whole network. The other 21.67% of the network
consists of 438 insigniﬁcant communities. Those communities
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Figure 4: Communities in BBZ’s supporters’ reply network. The blue colour community contains supporters of BBZ, green colour contains
PPP media cell, orange colour contains MNS, pink colour contains IK, and cerulean colour contains PPP’s political leaders.

were ignored in this study as the sizes of those were between
0.001% and 0.94%. A giant community having lilac colour has
a size of 52.14% and contains supporters lied in the MNS
community and who replied directly to MNS. On manual
study, it was noticed that the people in the community having
a green colour weighs 4.76% of the total network related to IK.
The community having cerulean colour consists of 2.87%
containing another political leader who is a member of the
Pakistan Muslim League Noon (party of MNS). The other
community of arctic colour whose size is 2.2% of the whole
network contained some supporters from BBZ who replied to
MNS tweets. The remaining two communities, weighing 3.8%,
each contained some people, in-touched with the media cell
accounts of PMLN (Pakistan Muslim League Noon).
Figure 4 shows eight major extracted communities
consisting of 80.18% nodes and 85.7% of links of the total
supporters’ reply network of BBZ. The giant community

having the blue colour has a size of 50.08% consisting of
supporters who lied in the BBZ community and replied to
BBZ tweets. On a manual study, it was found that the green
community which has the size of 7.47% contained the media
cell of PPP (Pakistan People Party) and the cerulean colour
community having sizes 6.72%, 3.82% 3.53%, 3.02%, 2.90%,
and 2.64% contained other political leaders who are
members of BBZ’s party. Orange community having a 3.82%
size contains some people from MNS’s party and the pink
community having a size of 3.02% contains people from IK’s
party.
Table 2 shows that the number of nodes is high in MNS
supporters’ network, but Figures 3 and 5 show that she has
less support. The number of weakly connected components
is less in IK, followed by BBZ and MNS. The smaller the
network diameter, the stronger the network. IK has a network diameter of 5 and then BBZ and MNS, respectively.
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Figure 5: Supporters reply communities of IK, MNS, and BBZ. The green colour community contains supporters of IK, violet colour
contains MNS, and blue colour contains BBZ.

Table 3: Supporters’ retweet network of political leaders.
Parameters
Nodes
Edges
Network diameter
Average path length
Number of weakly connected components
Number of strongly connected components

Imran Khan
28128
62586
8
4.846
135
27750

The average path length of the IK supporter network is less
followed by BBZ and then MNS. All these characteristics
lead us to the fact that IK has the strongest supporter
network.
The supporters’ reply network of the three leaders has
been validated. The PageRank of IK is 0.177, MNS is 0.170,
and BBZ is 0.051. Figure 5 shows that the three major
extracted communities consist of 81.79% of the entire

Maryam Nawaz Sharif
10800
37215
10
5.633
164
10564

Bilawal Bhutto Zardari
6180
14806
10
3.749
81
6084

network. The other communities belong to some other
leaders and parties. Supporters’ reply community having
green colour belongs to IK having size 34.70%, MNS 34.52%,
and BBZ 12.57%. It concludes that IK is more inﬂuential and
has strong support than MNS and BBZ, respectively. Figure 5 also shows the communication links between the
supporters of the three leaders. It can be seen that the
supporters of IK and BBZ are more ﬂexible, and they have
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Figure 6: Communities in IK’s supporters’ retweet network. The green colour contains supporters of IK, violet colour contains PTI’s
account, and the rest are related to other leaders from PTI and other political parties.

more connections with the other communities. The supporters of MNS have more communication links with IK’s
supporters but few links with BBZ’s supporters.
4.1.2. Retweet Network. The supporters’ retweet networks of
each political leader which shows information diﬀusion have
been constructed. The properties of the supporters’ retweet
network of each leader are given in Table 3.
Figure 6 shows ﬁve major extracted communities in the
supporters’ retweet network of IK consisting of 94.90% of
the entire network. The giant green community had the size
of 80.16% IK and supporters who retweeted IK directly. The
violet community is having the size of 10.43% consisting of
the oﬃcial page of PTI (Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf ); the other
communities with sizes 2. 95%, 1.23%, and 1.13% consist of
other leaders of PTI and some other political parties.
Figure 7 shows ﬁve signiﬁcant communities in the
retweet network of MNS consisting of 89.35% of the full
network. 64.46% consists of MNS and supporters who
retweeted her directly. The green community with the size of
11.02% consists of people that belong to the media cells of
PMLN (Pakistan Muslim League Noon). The other communities had the sizes of 6.5%, 6.38%, and 0.99%, and the
rest belong to other members of PMLN and other parties.
Figure 8 shows eight major communities in the supporters’ retweet network consisting of 71.31% of the entire

network. The huge lilac community, which is only 24.90% of
the whole network, consists of BBZ and supporters who
directly retweeted him. The second-largest green community
having the size 12.14% belongs to the media cell of PPP
(Pakistan People’s Party). The other communities belong to
other parties and some prominent members of Bilawal’s
party who were supporting him by retweeting him and they
have their followers.
Table 3 shows that the information diﬀusion rate of IK is
higher as the number of supporters who retweeted IK is
higher than in MNS and BBZ. The number of weakly
connected components is less in MNS followed by IK and
then BBZ, but IK has almost three times more nodes than
MNS. IK has the smallest network diameter than that of the
MNS and BBZ. The average path length of BBZ is 3.909,
followed by IK and then MNS. On average, it can be concluded that IK has more inﬂuence and has strong support as
compared to the other three political leaders.
The strongest retweet political network has been validated. PageRank of IK is 0.163, that of MNS is 0.044, and that
of BBZ is 0.011. Figure 9 shows the three major extracted
communities. The giant community having green colour is
comprised of IK supporters, the purple community of MNS,
and the blue community of BBZ. Communication links can
be seen between the supporters of the three political leaders.
The PageRank and the size of IK are higher than those of the
other two leaders, which leads us to the strong support of
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Figure 7: Communities in MNS’s supporters’ retweet network. The violet colour consists of MNS′ supporters; green colour consists of
PMLN media cell; the rest are related to other leaders from PMLN and other parties.

people to IK. The information diﬀusion in the network of IK
is higher.
From the above experiments and discussion, the answer
of RQ1 can be concluded that IK has strong support from his
supporters as compared to MNS and BBZ, respectively.
4.2. Semantic Analysis of Supporters’ Network. To address
RQ2, experiments were conducted to extract sentiments of
supporters towards the three political leaders using machine
learning techniques and generating the word cloud from the
content used by supporters.
4.2.1. Sentiment Analysis of Supporters. NB, K-NN, and
SVM were trained. Accuracy (in percentage) of the NB
classiﬁer, SVM classiﬁer, and KNN classiﬁer is plotted in
Figure 10. It was found that SVM performed better than the
other two classiﬁers with an accuracy of 78.89%; NB has
75.40%; and K-NN has 65.35%. The classiﬁer was considered
to classify unseen and unlabeled tweets in this research.
Unlabeled tweets about the three political leaders were
classiﬁed into three classes, i.e., Positive, Neutral, and
Negative.

Figure 11 shows the percentage of polarity of supporters’
tweets about IK, MNS, and BBZ. The number of supporters’
tweets for every political leader is diﬀerent; it is because a
speciﬁc time slice has been considered in this study. IK’s
followers are more than those of the other two politicians.
The percentage of sentiment polarity was considered to have
better and balanced results. It can be seen that the people
having a positive sentiment about IK have a high rate as
compared to the BBZ and Maryam Nawaz. People’s sentiment about BBZ has a high negative rate as compared to the
other two politicians. IK and MNS are popular, and people
talk more about them on Twitter as compared to BBZ. It is
stated that a political leader, whose supporters have a high
percentage of positive sentiments, has a strong supporter
community. From these results, it can be concluded that IK
has a stronger supporter community followed by MNS and
BBZ, respectively.
4.2.2. Semantic Word Cloud of Supporters. In this analysis,
the frequency of words used by supporters of the three
political leaders is visualized using semantic word clouds.
Table 4 shows some abbreviations used by the supporters in
their tweets.
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Figure 8: Communities in BBZ’s supporter retweet network. The lilac colour stands for BBZ, green colour stands for PPP media group, and
other communities belong to other parties and some prominent members of PPP.

Figure 12(a) shows word cloud for tweets of IK. It can be
seen that the frequency of some words tends to have a
positive sentiment like Great, Leader (great leader), Good,
Allah, Leader, against (against corruption), More, Want,
Support, Well, Right, Need, Save, and Nation. The frequency
of these words is high, and it can be seen in the word cloud of
IK. Figure 12(a) also shows some words which give negative
sentiments, i.e., Corrupt, Shame, etc. It can be seen in the
word cloud of IK that there are some words like PMLN, Go,
NS, Nawaz, and Sharif. This is because IK initiated a slogan
“Go Nawaz Go” which was a movement against the corruption of Nawaz Sharif (Ex-Prime Minister of Pakistan and
father of MNS) and many supporters of IK raised this slogan.

In the manual study, it was found that the word “corruption”
in the word cloud of IK was actually against Nawaz Sharif. As
can be seen that “Go, Nawaz, NS, and Corrupt” words have
almost the same frequency.
Figure 12(b) shows word cloud for MNS. It can be seen
that MNS’s word cloud has many words having almost the
same frequency as compared to IK’s word cloud where some
words have a very high frequency. It also shows words
having positive sentiment like, Great, Allah, Love, Right,
Support, People, Sher (lion), Good, God, Health, work,
Ameen, Help, Nation, Pray, Happy, Better, Nice, Wish,
Need, soon (better health soon), Insha’Allah, Life, Mother,
and Save. During the time of the data collection for this
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Figure 9: Communities of the supporters of IK, MNS, and BBZ. The green colour community contains supporters of IK, violet colour
contains MNS, and blue colour contains BBZ.
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Figure 10: Classiﬁers accuracy.

research, MNS’s mother was at the hospital and was ﬁghting
against cancer. Most of the supporters were praying for
health. It can be seen that supporters of MNS have a huge
love for her; they pray for her and her family. The supporters
call her a great leader too. Figure 12(b) also shows us words
having negative sentiments like, Chor, Loot, Corrupt,

Shame, case (the case against her corruption scandal in the
courts), Jail, Go, Stop, NAB, London (London ﬂats—scandal), Liar, Never, Court, Fool, Hell, and False. Nawaz Sharif
and his children (including MNS) were part of a corruption
scandal like ﬂats in London, for which they were facing some
cases in NAB and courts by that time, and later they were
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Table 4: Abbreviation/acronym used by supporters of political leaders.
Abbreviation/acronym
IK
MN/MNS
NAB
PK
SC
BB/BBZ
NA
KP
NS
CM
MPA
MNA
PTI
PML
PMLN
PPP/PP
ECP

Description
Imran Khan
Maryam Nawaz Sharif
National Accountability Bureau
Pakistan
Supreme court
Bilawal Bhutto Zardari
National Assembly
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Nawaz Sharif
Chief Minister
Minister Provincial Assembly
Minister National Assembly
Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf
Pakistan Muslim League
Pakistan Muslim League Noon
Pakistan People’s Party
Election Commission of Pakistan

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 12: Word cloud: (a) IK, (b) MNS, and (c) BBZ.

sentenced to jail before elections. Many people are calling
them Chor (thief ), liar, corrupt, etc. It can be seen in the
word cloud of MNS that some people used inappropriate
language, which shows the extremism of the supporters.

Figure 12(c) shows a word cloud for BBZ’s. It consists of
some personalities, places, etc., with high frequency, i.e., BiBi
or BB (Benazir Bhutto), Benazir, Murad, CM (Chief Minister), Chairman (BBZ), Shah, Latif, Bhittai, Asif, Zardari,
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Karachi, Hyderabad, Mazar, etc. This gives a viewpoint that
there are some people (leaders) from the party who strongly
support BBZ and want to make him superior. It can be seen
in Figure 12(c) that there are other renowned personalities
who are supporting BBZ. Words like, Jeay (long live), Next
(next Prime Minister), Peace, Young, Work, Wish, Thank,
Need, Pak, Educated Nice, Best, Peace, More, against
(Against corruption), Public, and Right show positive
sentiments. Words like Shame, Corrupt, Kid, Terror, Sad,
and Out show a negative sentiment of people. The result
discussed previously answers RQ2 that IK has the strongest
supporter network on the basis of content analysis.

5. Conclusion and Future Work
This study was conducted to assist in decision making and
predicting the future of a political leader based on multicriteria and machine learning algorithms. The supporters’
network of three political leaders of Pakistan on Twitter
was analyzed using link analysis and semantic analysis. This
study analyzes the communication based on reply network
and information diﬀusion based on the retweet network
and predicted the strongest supporter network. 21,000
tweets were manually labelled and used to train machine
learning techniques, i.e., SVM, NB, and KNN, to predict the
strongest support network of a leader based on the sentiments. The dataset analyzed in this study was taken prior
to the election in October 2017. It was concluded that SVM
works better and has an accuracy of 79.89% on the dataset
used in this study, which is higher than NB (75.40%) and
KNN (65.35%).
This study also concludes that IK has the strongest
support network and is more inﬂuential on Twitter compared to MNS and BBZ. This can assist and lead us in
predicting the results of the election. Besides, the supporters of every political leader have some ﬂexibility and
they use to communicate with other leader’s supporters. It
was also observed that IK is more vigilant in his content by
using social media. The proposed method can help political
leaders, political parties, and government organizations in
decision making for devising policies and their future
plans. The proposed method can be used to support
government organizations in many ways, i.e., identifying
some groups that secretly work against the government.
Besides, it can also ﬁnd out the links between followers of
diﬀerent religions, actors, gamers, and supporters of any
products.
There are some limitations in this study. The communities having small sizes were not analyzed. The number of
communication links between two supporters’ networks and
their weights was not studied. The topics discussed and the
issues raised in these tweets were not focused on. The trends
and the issues that arose in the tweets concerning these
politicians will be studied in the future. Some famous slogans
can be investigated, which is more famous among the people
of Pakistan. Detection of communities using edge content
will be investigated in the future. Besides this, the Tweets
posted in the Urdu language are also worth exploring in the
future.
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be accessed using Twitter API. The python code for the
Twitter API can be provided on request.
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